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Measurement issues

• Institutional features of 
vocational schooling and training 
systems
– Example: German apprenticeship 

training

• Role of informal training
– Amount of informal training likely 

swamps formal company training



Training in Germany

• Measured formal training
– 35% participate, 60 hours per year
– about 0.5 years over life-time

• German apprenticeship training
– 60% participate, average 3 years
– about 1.8 years per life-time

• Distinction between firm based and 
school based vocational training is 
close to arbitrary

• Are training and schooling 
complements or substitutes?



Where do German workers obtain 
the skills used on their job?

3514Experience on the job

62Self-study

52Formal training outside company

114Formal company training

2117Instruction by colleagues

312University

46Technical school

1140Apprenticeship/vocational school

43School

Second 
mention

First 
mentionSource of skill



Sources of job relevant skills by age

1512Experience on the job

12Self-study

22Formal training outside company

44Formal company training

1718Instruction by colleagues

1211University

66Technical school

3743Apprenticeship/vocational school

43School

Age > 40Age ≤ 40Source of skill (first mention)



Sources of job relevant skills 
and firm size

6872Any mention of informal 
training

1811Any mention of formal 
company training

Firm size 
≥ 100

Firm size 
< 100Source of skill



Informal training: 
summary

• Informal training seems far more 
important than formal training

• Not clear that they are always 
positively correlated
– Focusing on formal training may 

obscure relationships
• Formal training does not seem 

to explain much wage growth



Training versus 
human capital

Human capital takes far broader 
forms than just training:

• Search and matching
– Some turnover is good, not bad

• Migration
• Role of incentives: human 

capital needs to be applied



Interpreting
returns to training

• Median FE estimate (Denmark): Annual 
return is 58%

• Typical pattern: high returns to short 
training spells and low returns to long ones

• Why high returns estimates?
– Marginal returns are high because of 

underinvestment in training
– Short training courses have very high returns 

(estimates are average returns)
– Selection
– Correlation of formal and informal training
– Measurement error



Theoretical issues

• Predictions of the models in the 
new training literature often not 
on observables
– Specific versus general training
– Wages versus productivity
– Financing of training versus 

incidence
• But testing specific models is 

important to understand 
efficiency 



Nature and magnitude of 
the externalities

• Between current employer and worker
– Credit constraints of workers
– Are complete contracts possible?

• Contracts over training (informal training!)
• Contracts over future wages

• On future employers (poaching externality)
– How much turnover is there?

• Not all turnover leads to inefficiencies (Moen and 
Rosen)

– Do new employers get some returns to training 
(wage compression)?

– Are most skills really firm specific (Lazear)?

• Spillovers on other workers outside the firm



Training Policy

• Efficiency:
– So far incomplete understanding of efficiency 

issues, little work directed at sorting out 
magnitudes

– Are we willing to believe that imperfect 
government policies would improve things?

– How to structure training policy if informal 
training is key?

• Equity: Is there a role for training policy to 
redistribute income?
– Observed incidence too low for training to have 

large impact on wages
– Evaluations of government training programs


